Breakfast Trays
Traditional Breakfast Panini $50
The Best of the Best! An arrangement of our
most popular panini: Bacon, Egg & Cheese;
Prosciutto, Egg & Cheese; & our House Specialty… The Gavone! Each is cut in half, individually wrapped & labeled. Garnished with
fresh fruit. (2 of each variety = 12 halves)
*Substitutions possible.

Your Choice Breakfast Tray

$90

Mix & Match your favorites to create an assortment of 10 sandwiches, cut in half, individually wrapped & garnished with fresh fruit. (20
halves)

One Dozen Bagel Tray

$28

Bagels, Butter, Cream Cheese and fruit preserves

Two Dozen Bagel Tray

$38

Bagels, Butter, 2 Cream Cheese and fruit preserves

Morning Pastry Tray
Mini pastries including Butter, flaky croissants, chocolate croissants, & muffins. Available in trays of:

30 pieces - $35

60 pieces - $65

45 pieces - $50

75 pieces - $80

Beverages
Anthony’s Signature Coffees
96 oz. Disposal Craft $19
Natalie’s Fresh OJ
Half-Gallon - $12
San Pellegrino Waters
750 ml - $7

Traditional Lunch Panini

$70

Have Lunch in Italy with an assortment of
our most popular panini…The Original
(Prosciutto, fresh marinated mozzarella, roasted
peppers, tomatoes & fresh basil drizzled with
imported olive oil), The Tre Cheese (Mild
provolone, delicious asiago and fontina cheeses are
melted with fresh basil, roasted peppers &
tomatoes), & The Italian Meat (Prosciutto di
Parma, delicious soppressata, aged asiago cheese,
& red roasted peppers.

Cut in half & Garnished with fresh fruit.
(2 of each variety = 12 halves)

Meatless Panini Tray

Lunch Trays

$60

Freshly roasted veggies from the stalls of
Historic 9th St Italian Market make this so
satisfying. The Veggie Panini (Fresh assorted
vegetables are grilled to perfection and topped with
imported aged provolone cheese and sweet red
roasted peppers) , Portabella Gorgonzola

Panini (Sautéed broccoli rabe with grilled
portabella mushroom caps topped with
melted Gorgonzola and roasted peppers) &
Tre Cheese (the prefect grilled cheese
sandwich).
Cut in half & Garnished with fresh fruit.
(2 of each variety = 12 halves)

La Famiglia Panini Tray
Choose 1 Dozen Panini, Cut in half & Garnished with fresh fruit. $140
The Original, Grilled Tre’ Cheese, Portabella Gorgonzola Panini, Grilled Vegetable Panini,
Italian Meat Panini, The Anthony, The Chubby & Italian Tuna Panini.

Authentic Italian Gelato
Pints - $12
80 oz. Containers - $40

Favorites
Mini Cannoli Tray
Handmade in our cafe, our homemade Cannoli
is a true authentic Taste from Italy. Our family
recipe has been handed down from generation
to generation and is made from only the finest,
all natural ingredients. Our mini shells are
hand filled with our Traditional Ricotta Cream
with Semi-Sweet Chocolate Chips & dusted
with confectionary sugar. Magnificent!
20 Cannoli -$35

30 Cannoli-$55

50 Cannoli -$85

Mini Sfogiatelle & Cannoli Tray
Enjoy equal amounts of our two most popular
Italian pastries—our Cannoli & Sfogiatelle.
Pronounced “s-voy-a-dell,” this shell-shaped
Italian treat is filled with a Ricotta Cheese mixture accented with citrus peels. It’s name
translates to ‘thin leaf/layer,’ as the pastry’s
texture resembles stacked leaves. These favorites pair perfectly with our signature coffee.
20 Pieces -$50

30 Pieces-$70

50 Pieces -$120

Signature Chocolate Dipped Strawberries
Sweet & Delicious California Strawberries
hand selected & hand dipped in chocolate and
rolled in toppings including semi-sweet chocolate chips, sweet coconut, jimmies and/or nonpareils.

Strawberry Box Assortments
8 Pack $25 - 12 Pack $35

Strawberry Tray Assortments
20 Berries Tray $ 45 - 40 Berries Tray $85

